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1   Community Safety Alert: Updated 19:14 CST, Friday Oct. 11th 2019
2   ----------------------
3   An individual identified as Jonathan Michael Butkovsky (aka Mix) has a
4   history spanning at least several years that may pose a danger to
5   organizations, groups and persons with collected reports of him
6   stalking, stealing, selling believed to be stolen and otherwise
7   unlicensed software and technology out of public/private spaces. He has
8   misrepresented himself as an authority to those spaces & organizations.
9   
10   The individual has reportedly been banned indefinitely in the Chicago
11   area with FreeGeek (1), in Austin area of Texas with ATX hacker
12   space (2) as well as global ban from the Vampire Network (VVC) (3). 
13   These organizations have also mentioned additional spaces and groups
14   he has been banned from, including those from Texas & Colorado.
15   
16   Two of his social media profiles have demonstrated activity on those
17   timelines of persons with associations with ex-military & white
18   supremacists groups (4).
19   
20   Background report has shown living addresses that have turned out to be
21   storage facilities and otherwise private spaces not zoned for living.
22   Background report also shows that he has three concurrent drivers
23   licenses registered in three states that are status "suppressed" (5)
24   which indicates that he is legally registered under a fictitious name
25   as a government protectection due to being a relative of a federal
26   officer or government protection due to being a federal officer himself.
27   I was able to find an archived police blotter report from two years ago
28   of the individual being arrested for illegal possession of a lethal
29   weapon (6). That criminal report does not show up on his background
30   check.
31   
32   A private investigator friend of mine looked into his background check
33   and advised to "get him out of your space," indicating that he is known
34   for theft of personal property (7).
35   
36   The individual is known to use social engineering tactics to get
37   involved in many capacities that puts personal property and privacy at
38   risk. In just a few days of my knowing him he has attempted to get me to
39   participate in installing unlicensed software on a batch of computers at
40   my prior private residence (8). He has also gifted me equipment that
41   maybe stolen property, with some gifting that was not consentual or
42   agreed upon. In that same time frame he has also pushed me to accept his
43   invasion of my property in the guise of "organizing my room," as well as
44   masking himself as homosexual to sleep with me and making his way into
45   my bedroom by leaving his clothing articles in my closet without my
46   knowing and planting what appeared to be a journal of his that could be
47   evidence of mental instability (9).
48   
49   He also stole property from a contact he got through me of which my
50   contact recovered in exchange for getting the computer property back to
51   him. A confident of mine reported that he falsely accused that property
52   as stolen from him that he had just "recovered," during a public
53   gathering.
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54   
55   His invasion of privacy has included not only the involvement of
56   pushing his way into organizating my room, he has also looked over my
57   shoulder each and every time I was using my phone. When he noticed that
58   I noticed that invasion of privacy he started up a conversation with me.
59   
60   When the discussion of consent came up among my friends being social
61   with the individual, he shouted "I do not believe in consent."
62   
63   Individual is described as being very pushy and spreads degrading rumors
64   and lies of others. He often will excuse his behavior and tactics as a
65   result from his supposed "autism" diagnosis. An archived entry in the
66   Encyclopedia Dramatica infers through their mockery to his 10+ years of
67   supposed diagnosis being excused for behavior that puts others at
68   risk (10).
69   
70   His archived online journal from 2008-2009 reveals his concerns of his
71   mother accusing him of pedophilia and his family being compared in the
72   film "Meet the Fockers," implying perhaps that his family is involved in
73   military intelligence/CIA (11).
74   
75   The individual has accepted and appeared as minor charactor roles in
76   some Hollywood film productions that span the last ten years (12).
77   
78   Please be guarded and vigilant when dealing or avoiding this individual,
79   for both personal and public safety interests.
80   
81   Sincerely,
82   Jason S. Page
83   pagetelegram@gmail.com
84   
85   sources:
86   (1):  Letter to me from employee of Chicago FreeGeek.
87   (2):  Letter to me from founder of ATX hackerspace.
88   (3):  Public notice from the Vampire Network.
89   (4):  Archive of individual's two Facebook Profiles.
90   (5):  Background report that shows three drivers licenses as
91         "suppressed"
92   (6):  Blotter of individual's illegal possession of lethal weapon.
93   (7):  Correspondance with P.I. contact that reported to me individual is
94         a theif.
95   (8):  Photo of the computer equipment that individual brought to my
96         private residence.
97   (9):  Photos of the written material planted in my belongings.
98   (10): Archive of entry on individual from now defunct Encyclopedia
99         Dramatica.
100   (11): Archive of individual's now defunct online journal from '08-09'.
101   (12): https://www.imdb.com/name/nm7483096/
102   
103   (Please contact me if you need archived references noted above. Most
104   references noted are confidential. Let me know of any additional details
105   that can be beneficial to people reading this memo.)
106   
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